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not only for Dr. Allis but also some for Dr. Machen and for other and, I believe,

some for . other people who were of the conservative group in the seminary.
a

Miss Robinson was/very strong supporter of the attitude of the conservatives in the

faculty and xx; quite emotional about it. She had absolutely no use for those who

wished to compromise with liberalism and particularly for Dr. U- J. Ross Stevenson
Dr.

and/Charles R. Ereman who both claimed to be conservative in their views but did

everything they could to advance the cause of the liberals. ixxR Miss Robinson had

been in Europe for a few weeks and was going back on a certain boat ship from

England. Dr. Allis came over with his chum of many years, Clarence Macartney, and

in order to go back with her on the boat, ship, spent only five days in Europe. The

full explanation of this became clear to me later on when I read in a magazine, I

forget anyway, when I heard that Dr. Allis and Miss k Robinson had been married.

Dr. Allis told me later that he had wanted to get married on - I forget whether it

was his birthday or her birthday--but that she had (this was in Vi July I believe)

but that she had wanted to wait until the next May. Then he said, "We compromised

and made it the day after his birthday. (closing quoted?) On that day they had

the wedding (i as I found out learned later) in a little chapel of Princeton

Seminary. I believe they now have a larger chapel but then it was a building that

would seat a couple of hundeed people--which was quite adequate for the size of the

student body at that time. Someone xxi said that if as Miss Robinson and Dr. Allis.

waited for the aer to begin the service, if she had known what was happening in

the front vestibule of the chapel they wondered if whether she would have been

willing to go through with it. She had asked Dr. Allis, "Do we have to invite those

Dr. Stevenson and Dr. Erdaan?" and Dr. Allis said, "Of course we must invite every

member of the raculty." So they had sent them invitations but she hoped they would

not come. Dr. Erdman, however, came was one of the first to arrive and stood in

the vestibule greeting everybody everyone who came in such a way that one would km

almost have thought it was his party. Someone said that if Miss Robinson had known

what was happening they (plural) (someone?) wondered vt if whether she
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